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ber

we came froom
Where w
When thhe TAFS (TS
SE and food safety)
s
forum
m was foundeed in 2002, th
he BSE crisiis in Europe was at
its heighht. The size of
o the epidem
mic, the novell characteristtics of the disease, the unncertainty an
nd panic
amongstt the general public, and the
t many sciientific unknowns tested the system oof crisis-man
nagement
in animaal health to itts limits. Thee lack of funcctional inter--stakeholder communicattion-lines waas
identified as one of the
t factors co
ompromisingg the effectiv
ve managemeent of the crissis. TAFS was
w
m for open, truust-based communication
n between sccientists, indu
ustry
establishhed to providde a platform
represenntatives, reguulators and co
onsumer orgaanizations fo
or the joint pu
urpose of prootecting the safety
s
of
food andd finding a way
w out of thee crisis.
Thanks tto TAFS’ meeaningful con
ntribution to resolving th
he BSE crisiss, members ddecided in 20
006 to
broaden the remit annd take up paratuberculossis and influeenza as additiional topics. At this poin
nt, TAFS
was reinnterpreted to stand for: ‘T
Transmissiblee Animal Disseases and Fo
ood Safety’.
Where w
we are todayy
10 years after its estaablishment, the
t TAFS forrum has 21 members
m
in Europe,
E
Nortth America and
a Asia,
mbers. Besidees being a weell-establisheed network oof people witth
of whichh eight are foounding mem
differentt interests in animal healtth and food ssafety, TAFS
S delivers tan
ngible outputts such as po
osition
papers (aassessments of known rissks), risk maanagement pllans (feasiblee options for reducing succh risks),
radar scrreening (for emerging
e
rissks), and earlly response (rapid
(
sharing
g and interprretation of neews),
often elim
minating thee need for meember compaanies to havee their own staff producee such outputt. The
proprietaary part of thhe TAFS web
bsite (www.ttafsforum.org
g) gives mem
mbers accesss to current news
n
and
other infformation onn animal diseases and foood safety, com
mmented upo
on and explaained by expeerts.
The scoppe of TAFS’ activities haas been broaddened one more
m
time and
d now entailss all aspects of
o
livestockk rearing thatt are of relev
vance for foood safety, pub
blic health, sustainabilityy and food seecurity.
TAFS noow stands foor ‘Trust in Animals
A
and F
Food Safety’’.
From its outset, TAF
FS has been fully
f
finance d through an
nnual contrib
butions of its affiliated
g capital rem
mains untouchhed.
corporattions. TAFS’ finances aree sound, and the founding
Where w
we want to go
g
Encouraaged by whatt we have ach
hieved, we nnow see the possibility
p
off taking the T
TAFS concep
pt to an
entirely nnew level.
To the best of our knnowledge, no
o other organnization bring
gs together in
ndustry, scien
ence, consum
mers and
h
and foood safety to share knowlledge, identiffy knowledg
ge gaps,
regulatorrs in the fieldd of animal health
and – moost importanntly – jointly define possibble solutionss. Our approaach has provved so successsful over
time thatt it can now be
b applied to
o the whole ssystem of pro
oduction of animal-based
a
d food. Insteaad of
focusingg on individuual (zoonotic)) animal diseeases, we sho
ould look at ways
w
that huumans and an
nimals
can healtthily co-exisst, focusing on
o animals w
we keep for fo
ood; in doing
g so, we wouuld automaticcally
bring toggether the cooncepts of foo
od safety, fo od security, animal welfaare, sustainabbility, and th
he entire
notion of ‘One Healtth’.
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It is our strong belief that meeting the increasing global demand for food in general and animal-based
food in particular will not be possible unless production becomes much more efficient and losses as a
result of diseases are minimized. At the same time, ways of enhancing productivity (eg, through
recycling animal by-products as feed or the widespread use of antibiotics as a feed additive) have
proved short-sighted and unsustainable and therefore need to be replaced by smarter approaches. As
well, the perceived conflict between animal welfare and productivity must be resolved. Eg, high
stocking densities may be regarded as a means of enhancing productivity, but they may also lead to
increased problems in welfare and potentially high losses in case of disease outbreaks.
TAFS is the ideal platform for addressing complex problems as exemplified above. We need,
however, to broaden our membership base to be able to deliver such output: we need to recruit
suppliers of veterinary drugs and vaccines, feed producers, and representatives of the farming industry.
Currently, most corporate members are closer to the consumer regarding their positioning on the food
production value chain: they are food producers/manufacturers, retailers or restaurateurs.
As one step towards this goal, a Memorandum of Understanding between TAFS and the Global Food
Safety Initiative is in preparation, to be signed later this year.
We shall continue to deliver the same type of end products as described under “Where we are today”,
but on a larger remit. In particular, we will deliver – based on risk assessments that deliberately take
known facts as well as uncertainties and ‘unknowns’ into account – risk management proposals that
are scientifically sound, economically and operationally feasible, and acceptable from regulators’ and
consumers’ point of view.
Endorsement and verification of such plans may be an additional future product of TAFS.

Funding
More activities and a broader scope require increased financial resources. So far, this increase has
been achieved, with some success, by recruiting more companies and associations as additional
members. To intensify this effort we are reducing the annual fee for new corporate members to
10’000 CHF from 2012 on, hoping to compensate the effect by the addition of many new members.
To achieve a major increase in our budget, a different approach may be needed additionally. We are
aiming for a funding model based on a capital stock that allows the financing of our activities from the
interest generated, as is common practice for other foundations. As a first rough estimate, we are
looking at a figure of 30-50 Mio Swiss Francs as capital stock if our entire future annual budget of
0.5-1.0 Mio Swiss Francs was to be financed from interest.
Corporate members will be offered the choice between annual fees of 10’000 CHF and a one-time
down-payment of a major contribution (to be defined).
Are you interested in joining us?
The TAFS forum is seeking new members for each of our four stakeholder groups: corporate
members, scientists, regulators, and consumer representatives. Membership at the TAFS forum brings
many benefits, please see www.tafsforum.org/benefits-for-members.html for details. We expect every
member to respect and support our goals and modus operandi and to make an active contribution to
achieving these goals. Contributions may come either as financial support (mostly from our
commercial members) or scientific support (mostly from our non-commercial members). If you are
interested, please contact us.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Contact
Prof. Dr. Ulrich Kihm
President
Phone: +41-79-3017384
ulrich.kihm@safoso.ch

Dr. Ulrich Sperling
Executive Director
+41-31-6312928
ulrich.sperling@tafsforum.org
Bremgartenstrasse 109a
CH-3012 Bern
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